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I. THE FACTS 
 
1. The Applicant, a Gabonese National, entered the services of the Bank as a 

finance Officer on 10 December 1979. In 1985 he was admitted to permanent 
career service and rose to the rank of Senior Financial Analyst. 

 
2. In 1997, the Bank decided that a new job classification system be put in 

place.  The classification exercise was implemented in three phases.  In the 
first phase, running from July to October 1997, incumbents in positions 
throughout the Bank’s services were asked to write their position descriptions 
in such a manner as to clearly reflect the duties they performed. These 
position or job descriptions were then validated by the managers of the 
incumbents. In the second phase, the Respondent constituted two job 
Evaluation Committees (one for professional category or PL positions and the 
other for general services category or GS positions) consisting of 
representatives of staff members with external Job Evaluation Experts serving 
as their technical advisors.  These Committees examined all the position 
descriptions that had been written and graded them against the Job 
Evaluation Standards. Job profiles were then prepared and again validated  
by the managers of the relevant units.  In the third phase, the Steering  
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Committee chaired by the Vice-President CMVP and comprising senior 
managers, the Chairperson of the Staff Council and the lead Job Evaluation 
Consultant, then scrupulously reviewed the results recommended by the Job 
Evaluation Committees for consistency across the institution. 
 
 

3. It is within this context that the position of the Applicant, identified as number 
2634, was classified in the professional category at the level of PL5, or 
“Senior Financial Analyst”. The Applicant, contesting his classification, filed an 
appeal with the Job Evaluation Appeals Committee.   

 
 
4. He challenged the scores of 1382 assigned to him by the Job Evaluation 

Committee and awarded to each of the seven factors his own scores.  
 
 
5. But before the Job Evaluation Appeals Committee sat to hear his appeal, he 

realized that he prematurely appealed before he had all the information. So 
he again revised his scores.  

 
 
6. On 22 February 1999, he was advised by Mrs. Lafoon in a memorandum that 

the Job Evaluation Appeals Committee would not consider his revised 
proposals as that would have given rise to a series of arguments in that the 
deadline had already passed. He was advised by Mrs. Lafoon that his appeal 
will be heard on 17 June 1999.  He, therefore, decided to present his revised 
proposals before the Job Evaluation Appeals Committee orally. 

 
 
           …/ 
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7. On 17 June 1999, the Job Evaluation Appeals Committee heard his appeal, 
refused to consider his revised proposals, upgraded his scores to 1422, but 
still rejected his proposed upgrading to PL.3, thus recommending his position 
to still be graded at PL5. 

 
 

8. This decision was communicated to the President of the Bank. The President 
of the Bank accepted the Job Evaluation Appeals Committee’s 
recommendations to grade him at PL5. On 3 December 1999, the Vice- 
President informed him of this decision. 

 
 

   9. On 20 December 1999, the Applicant sought personal intervention of the 
President of the Bank. He wanted to meet him personally to explain what 
happened at the Job Evaluation Appeals Committee since the Committee 
refused to consider his revised memorandum of appeal. The President never 
responded. 

 
  10.  Having exhausted all the channels, the Applicant came to the Tribunal. 
 
 
11. The Tribunal after receiving all evidence and submissions dismissed the 

application on the grounds that the applicant had failed to prove that the 
procedure used in classification was tainted with irregularities or that the 
procedure used was marred by serious irregularities or that the discretion 
vested in the head of the Bank was exercised in an abusive or arbitrary 
manner or was vitiated by procedural or substantive mistake. 

 
 
          …/ 
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  12. On 11 April, 2002, the Applicant after receiving a verbatim report of Mrs. 
Chalifoux’s evidence in two other applications, applied under article XII as 
read together with article XXII of the Rules of Procedure of the Tribunal for 
the judgment delivered on the 25 of July 2001 to be reviewed on the grounds 
that the evidence given by Mrs. Chalifoux in the other two applications 
brought out facts which were not known to him at the time the Tribunal heard 
his Application. The Applicant argued on the admissibility of this application, 
considering that a period of two years had elapsed between when the 
judgment was delivered and the time he was making this Application. He also 
argued on “new evidence”. 

 
13. The Respondent replied in the pleadings stating inter alia that the Applicant’s 

Application was not admissible as the Application was statute barred. They 
also argued that the non calling of Mrs Chalifoux to give evidence in the 
hearing of the Application of the Applicant was done with the Applicant’s 
consent. He therefore could not use Mrs. Chalifoux evidence as “new 
evidence.” 

 
 
14. At the end of these pleadings, the Applicant after being informed that in 

accordance with the decision of the Board of Directors, this application 
together with others should be heard in Tunis as opposed to Abidjan, wrote a 
letter dated 14th of October, 2003 applying to withdraw his Application. 

 
 
 
           …/ 
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15. On the 8th of December 2003, at the commencement of the Tribunal’s session of 

December 2003, the Tribunal invited the Respondent to indicate whether or not 
they had any objection to this Application. The Respondent submitted that they 
had no objection to the Application to withdraw and that they were not asking for 
cost so far incurred by them. The Application was therefore withdrawn and struck 
out. 

 
 
 
Honourable Justice Mohammed Bello - President 
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